Listening to a single cell?

that's GOOD science!

Learn more at www.clontech.com/rnaseq-single
or call 1.800.662.2566
INTEGRATED BIOLOGY GRANT

Introducing the integrated biology grant from Expression Analysis, a Quintiles Company. Together with Illumina, we will enable two deserving researchers to explore the power of an integrated biological perspective. The winning applicants will be chosen by Dr. Myles Axton, editor of Nature Genetics. Imagine what Whole Transcriptome RNA-Seq Analysis, Genome-Wide DNA Methylation Interrogation and Exome Sequencing could do for your research.

Apply today at expressionanalysis.com/grant or illumina.com/grant

Participation open to all individuals, institutions and organizations worldwide. Submission deadline is June 25, 2013. Copyright © 2013 Quintiles
Research any cancer. Any gene. All in one day.

Transform your targeted DNA and RNA sequencing with Ion AmpliSeq™ target selection technology.

- Target hundreds of genes simultaneously with ultrahigh-multiplex PCR of up to 6,144 primer pairs in a single primer pool
- Interrogate precious research samples using breakthrough low-input amounts of 10 ng of DNA or 5 ng of RNA
- Address time-sensitive samples with a single-day assay from samples to results

Transform your research at lifetechnologies.com/ionampliseq
Build. Measure. Learn.

De Novo Assembly
RNA-Seq
SNP

We are a client-focused CRO that leverages our expertise in experimental design, multiple sequencing platforms and in-house bioinformaticians to provide candidates, not just data.

Find out how you can put Cofactor D&A to work for you:
cofactorgenomics.com 1.888.8COFACTOR
let there be light

TwistDx

Is it time to switch to RPA and rapid isothermal amplification?

Recombinase Polymerase Amplification (RPA) replaces PCR with a rapid isothermal enzymatic process. RPA benefits from ultra-fast detection, single molecule sensitivity, little or no hardware requirements and simple to use, stable lyophilised reagents. RPA is a revolution in DNA and RNA detection - and everyone is invited.

WANT TO KNOW MORE? www.twistdx.co.uk

Speed Sensitivity Simplicity Real-time Robust Portable
Create informative RNA-Seq libraries in <1 day:

- Retain all non-globin, non-ribosomal information for discovery applications.
- Depletion of rRNA, mitochondrial rRNA and globin mRNA—no wasted reads.
- Designed for discovery, pre-clinical, and clinical research.

Sample to cBot in <1 day: Get answers faster.

www.epicentre.com/ScriptseqBlood
Check quantity AND quality of gDNA with one instrument.

The Fragment Analyzer™ Automated CE System

**The Past**

*Human genomic DNA.* Traditional manual agarose slab gel shows intact gDNA in the second lane. Gel images in remaining lanes show varying levels of gDNA degradation.

**Human genomic DNA.**

**The Future**

Same sample of human gDNA, identical results.

**Below:** Raw data is captured by automated capillary electrophoresis system, as seen in electropherogram overlay. >20000 bp peak indicates intact gDNA on the upper-most trace.

**Above:** Data can then be processed and presented in a variety of ways, such as this digital gel image.

**Fragment Analyzer™ Benefits**

- No more pouring gels. Automated simultaneous analysis of 12 or 96 samples.
- Higher sensitivity than agarose gels. Use small amounts of gDNA samples. (0.1 ng)
- Ultra fast lower marker (set to 1 bp) migrates faster than degraded gDNA for superior quality and quantity assessment.
- Good sizing capability to differentiate degraded, partially degraded or intact gDNA.
- See RNA contamination in gDNA extractions.

**Advanced Analytical**

Phone: 515-296-6600 | www.aati-us.com
WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED 80x

Accurate. Accessible. Affordable

DNADTC Exome Sequencing

DNA DTC’s automated laboratory and efficient processes allow for reliable testing with fast processing times at the most competitive costs in the industry.

DNA DTC’s Houston research center offers a wide range of Research Use Only (RUO) tests, utilizing next-generation sequencing and cost-effective and powerful tools like the Illumina HumanOmniExpress BeadChip for genome-wide association studies (GWAS), human mitochondrial tests, 80X Exomes and Complete Genome Sequencing (30X).

DNA DTC’s facility processes more than 200 types of DNA tests for its customers, is the top discoverer of Y-chromosome Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), and is the largest processor of complete mitochondrial sequences submitted to the National Institute of Health’s (NIH) National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank.

Like many customers all over the world, you too can now take advantage of our accurate and affordable services. Contact us today for more information at info@dnadtc.com or visit www.DNADTC.com
Distinguished Speakers Symposium: Medical Systems Genomics
with Marc Vidal, Trey Ideker, and Aviv Regev

**Sequencing:**
- WGS for Every Newborn?
- EMR Integration
- Complex Traits
- Comparing Big Data Approaches

**Clinical/Education:**
- Gene Therapy
- Informed Consent
- Secondary Findings
- Lysosomal Storage Disease
- Cancer Predisposition
- Variation and Phenotype

**Molecular:**
- Epigenetics
- CNVs
- Somatic Mosaicism
- Regulatory Variation

**Other:**
- Twin Studies
- Evolutionary Genetics
- Biological Networks
- Infectious Disease
- Genomics in Africa

**Workshops**
- Trainee-Mentor Luncheon, Trainee Career
- Building/Networking and Publications Workshops
- Galaxy, Ensembl, NCBI and UCSC Browser Workshops
- Diagnostic Challenges: Rare and Unknown Cases
- Navigating Clinical Genomic Resources and more!

**Earn CMEs/CEUs**

ashg.org/2013meeting

Abstract Submission Deadline: June 4, 2013
Can you tell the difference between these two strains?

More sophisticated research requires a more sophisticated understanding of strain background. Our characterization panel distinguishes between B6J (000664) and other B6N backgrounds.

The Jackson Laboratory
JAX® Mice & Services | 1-800-422-6423

Can you tell the difference between these two strains?

We can!

Talk to our experts about our C57BL/6 Substrain Characterization Panel
askforthej.org/genomeres-2013

ANNOUNCING
Molecular Cloning 4

By Michael R. Green, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of Massachusetts Medical School and Joseph Sambrook, Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, Melbourne, Australia

Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual has always been the one indispensable molecular biology laboratory manual for protocols and techniques. The fourth edition of this classic manual preserves the detail and clarity of previous editions as well as the theoretical and historical underpinnings of the techniques presented. Ten original core chapters reflect developments and innovation in standard techniques and introduce new cutting-edge protocols. Twelve entirely new chapters are devoted to the most exciting current research strategies, including epigenetic analysis, RNA interference, genome sequencing, and bioinformatics. This manual is essential for both the inexperienced and the advanced user.

2012, 2,028 pp., illus., appendices, index
Cloth (three-volume set)
$475
Paperback (three-volume set)
$365


www.cshlpress.org
J. Craig Venter Institute — Open Faculty Positions in La Jolla, CA and Rockville, MD

Building on two decades of genomic excellence.

JCVI success is built on the philosophy of conducting science in new interdisciplinary ways, using innovative tools, and with the best scientists. We are seeking qualified applicants for positions at all levels at our La Jolla, CA and Rockville, MD facilities, particularly in the following research focus areas:

- **Human and Stem Cell Genomics** — the ability to decipher human genomes completely and accurately is transforming our understanding of normal somatic variation, cancer mutation, and genome stability during cellular reprogramming. This is opening new avenues to understand the effect of genome variation in health and disease.

- **Immunology** — the human immune system plays a critical role in combating infectious disease. However, an over exuberant and unstratified immune response can lead to inflammatory and autoimmune disease. The application of genomic and systems biology approaches promises to reveal the genetic determinants that control this delicate balance.

- **Host-Microbe Interactions** — the results of interrogating the human microbiome highlights how little we understand about the ways that microbes living in and on us contribute to our health and well-being. The next phase of these investigations will focus heavily on the interactions with the host.

Successful candidates are expected to conduct innovative, independent research, collaborate with our interdisciplinary, highly collegial group of scientists within JCVI, and complement existing strengths within the Institute. Candidates must have a Ph.D. or M.D., a minimum of three years of Post-Doctoral research training, and be able to demonstrate the ability to establish and maintain a vigorous independent, externally funded research program. The level of appointment will be commensurate with experience. JCVI offers an excellent working environment and a competitive benefits package. Interested applicants should apply directly in our career center by submitting their CV and a cover letter which includes a description of research interests and contact information for three references. JCVI’s Career Center is located on our web site at www.jcvi.org. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
The Non-Coding Genome

EMBO | EMBL Symposium
9–12 October 2013
Heidelberg | Germany
EMBL Advanced Training Centre

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS

Alexei Aravin
California Institute of Technology, USA

David G. Baulcombe
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

Julius Brennecke
Institute of Molecular Biotechnology, Austria

Marc Bühler
Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical Research, Switzerland

Howard Y. Chang
Stanford University, USA

Ling-Ling Chen
Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, China

Jennifer A. Doudna
University of California, Berkeley and Howard Hughes Medical Institute, USA

Witold Filipowicz
Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical Research, Switzerland

Antonio J. Giraldez
Yale University, USA

Shiv Grewal
National Institutes of Health, National Cancer Institute, Laboratory of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, USA

Ingrid Grummt
German Cancer Research Center, Germany

Edith Heard
Institut Curie, France

V. Narry Kim
Seoul National University, Korea

Jeannie T. Lee
Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Harvard Medical School, USA

John Mattick
Garvan Institute of Medical Research, Australia

Craig C. Melo
University of Massachusetts Medical School, USA

Eric Olson
UT Southwestern Medical Center, USA

Dinshaw J. Patel
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, USA

Nikolaus Rajewsky
The Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine, Germany

Mikiko C. Siomi
University of Tokyo, Japan

Gisela Storz
National Institutes of Health, USA

John Van der Oost
Wageningen University, The Netherlands

Olivier Voinnet
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich, Switzerland

Gerhard Wagner
Uppsala University, Sweden

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE
18 JULY 2013

REGISTRATION DEADLINE
22 AUGUST 2013

ORGANISERS

David P. Bartel
HHMI/Janelia Farm Research Institute, USA

Elisa Izaurralde
Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Germany

John L. Rinn
Harvard Medical School, USA

Jörg Vogel
Würzburg University, Germany

Additional speakers will be selected from abstracts.

CONTACT
adelia.valceanu@embl.de

www.embo-embl-symposia.org
EMBL Conference

Cancer Genomics

Confirmed Speakers

Ido Amit
Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

Sam Aparicio
BC Cancer Agency, Canada

Ewan Birney
EMBL-EBI, UK

Andrea Califano
Columbia University, USA

Peter Campbell
Welcome Trust Sanger Institute, UK

Stephen Chanock
National Cancer Institute, USA

Lynda Chin
MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA

Ivo Gut
National Genome Analysis Centre, Spain

Jan Korbel
EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany

Peter Lichter
German Cancer Research Center, Germany

Elaine Mardis
The Genome Institute at Washington University, USA

Ulan McDermott
Welcome Trust Sanger Institute, UK

Katerina Politi
Yale University, USA

Yijun Ruan
Genome Institute of Singapore, Singapore

Reiner Siebert
Kiel University, Germany

Jessica Zucman-Rossi
Inserm U874, France

Keynote Speakers

Elias Campo
Hospital Clinic, University of Barcelona, Spain

Andy Futreal
MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA

Nazneen Rahman
The Institute of Cancer Research, UK

Organisers

Ewan Birney
EMBL-EBI, UK

Peter Campbell
Welcome Trust Sanger Institute, UK

Lynda Chin
MD Anderson Cancer Center, USA

Jan Korbel
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3–5 November 2013
EMBL Advanced Training Centre
Heidelberg | Germany

ONLINE REGISTRATION ONLY
www.embl.de/training/events/2013/CAN13-01

Registration
deadline is 19 September 2013

Abstract
deadline is 8 August 2013

Registration fees
Academia: 375€
Students: 295€
Industry: 650€

Contact
European Molecular Biology Laboratory
events@embl.de

Co-funded by the EMBL Corporate Partnership Programme

www.embl.org
Advanced Courses and Scientific Conferences 2013

UPCOMING CONFERENCES IN GENETICS AND GENOMICS

The Genomics of Common Diseases
7-10 September 2013 (Oxford, UK)
The Wellcome Trust in association with Nature Genetics is pleased to announce the 7th Genomics of Common Diseases meeting. This year’s programme will focus on understanding the genetic and mechanistic basis of common diseases and moving toward clinical translation.
Abstract deadline: 26 June
Registration deadline: 22 July

Infectious Disease Genomics and Global Health
16-18 October 2013
Infectious disease is a major burden on healthcare throughout the world, particularly in developing countries. The 6th Infectious Disease Genomics and Global Health conference will emphasize the application of genomic technologies to problems of infectious disease in a global health context.
Registration opens shortly

Cancer Pharmacogenomics and Targeted Therapies
15-17 September 2013
This exciting new conference is aimed at scientists and clinician-scientists in academia or industry. The programme will seek to address many of the key challenges in the design, development and clinical implementation of targeted cancer therapies.
Registration and abstract deadline: 28 June

Epigenomics of Common Diseases
7-10 November 2013
Epigenetic variation is now acknowledged to make a significant contribution to several common diseases in addition to cancer. This conference will bring together leading scientists from the fields of epigenomics, genetics and bioinformatics to discuss the latest developments in this fast-moving field.
Abstract deadline: 2 September
Registration deadline: 7 October

Mouse Molecular Genetics
18-21 September 2013
The 26th annual Mouse Molecular Genetics conference will once again provide a leading forum for researchers who apply genetics and genomics techniques to address fundamental issues in mammalian biology.
Abstract deadline: 19 July
Registration deadline: 7 August

Functional Genomics and Systems Biology
21-23 November 2013
This popular conference provides a forum for discussions on post-genomic research in humans and other organisms. Full details will be available on our website shortly.
Registration opens shortly